Notes:

1. Table / PC (RJ45)
   Table / IQVitals (RJ11)
   Leviton 42080-2xS or equivalent
   Leviton 5G108-Rx5 or equivalent RJ45
   Leviton 41106-Rx6 or equivalent RJ11

2. Table / IQVitals (RJ11)
   IQVitals / PC (RJ45)
   Leviton 42080-2xS or equivalent
   Leviton 41106-Rx6 or equivalent RJ11
   Leviton 5G108-Rx5 or equivalent RJ45

3. Table / PC (RJ45)
   IQVitals / PC (RJ45)
   Leviton 42080-2xS or equivalent
   2x Leviton 5G108-Rx5 or equivalent RJ45

* Total length of wiring between devices, including cabling outside the wall.